
  

ICS 351: Today's plan

* IOS commands

* network monitoring



  

Special shell constructs

●a pipe is a sequence of commands separated by |
●the output of the first command is the input to the second command
●the output of the (n-1)th command is the input to the nth command
●an input redirect ‘<’ is usually only found on the first command in a pipe
●an output redirect ‘>’ is usually only found for the last command in a pipe
example: tr '\n' ' ' < file.html | sed 's/<[^>]*>/ /g' > file.txt

● an ‘&’ starts the previous command in the background, then executes the next 
command (if any)

example: sleep 100 &
●‘jobs’ lists the commands that are running in the background
●‘fg’ puts a background command in the foreground
●Control-Z stops the currently executing command
●control-C kills the currently executing command

●part of a command in `backticks` is executed and replaced with its output

more `grep l foo *`     runs “more” on the file names printed by grep
●‘single quotes’ and “double quotes” are used for any parameter that contains spaces 
or other special chars

●the backslash \ is used as an escape
●the star * matches anything, e.g. ba* matches bar and baz

● but ba\* matches neither



  

Unix/Linux networking commands

telnet host port connects to the given port on the given host: 

if there is a telnet server on that port of the given host, then allows entering commands 
remotely (but very insecurely) 

ftp host opens a File Transfer Protocol session to the given host (assuming there is an FTP server 
running there) 

ftp supports simple commands to transfer files, including ls, cd, lcd, binary, ascii, get, 
mget, put, mput, quit 

both telnet and ftp transfer everything in the clear 

anyone with access to the network can see what is transferred 

modern systems use encrypted transfers, particularly based on the secure shell with the two 
commands ssh and scp 

ssh host or ssh -p port host 

scp file host:remote/path, or scp host:remote/path local/path, or scp -P 
port host:remote/path local/path 

ping host sends packets to a host that are likely to elicit replies, and prints any replies it gets

traceroute host sends packets that are likely to be dropped enroute to a host, and prints the error 
messages 



  

nc/netcat

on one computer, or in one window, 
run:
nc l 12345

on the other side, run:
nc <IP address> 12345

now, anything typed in one  (window, 
computer) appears in the other

- what is the difference between

  nc 10.0.1.12 and telnet 10.0.1.12?



  

IOS modes

● the Internet Operating System (IOS) of the Cisco routers 
uses a command line interface, usually over a serial port

● IOS has a number of modes, each with a different set of 
commands:
● user exec mode: ping, traceroute, telnet
● privileged exec mode: can change configuration files, enter global 

configuration modes
● global configuration mode: change system-wide configuration
● interface configuration mode: change configuration of one 

interface
● router configuration mode: change configuration of one routing 

protocol 



  

IOS command-line interface

● different prompts in different modes
● question mark gives list of available commands
● some commands switch modes, e.g. enable enters privileged exec 

mode from user exec mode, disable returns to user exec mode
● in global configuration mode, ip routing enables IP routing, no ip 

routing disables IP routing
● in interface configuration mode, no shutdown enables the interface
● in privileged exec mode, show config displays the router's start-up 

configuration, show running-config displays the router's current 
configuration

● in privileged exec mode, reload sets the running configuration to the 
starting configuration, and copy running-config starting-config 
does the reverse 



  

Network monitoring tools

● ping, traceroute, telnet, ftp
● ping: find out if the other machine will respond
● traceroute: if the other machine does not respond, 

find out where the problem is
● telnet: find out if the server program will open a 

connection. Also, connect to a machine and enter 
commands remotely (but these days, more 
commonly done using ssh)

● ftp: transfer files to or from a remote system (but 
these days, more commonly done using scp) 



  

Network monitoring tools

● tcpdump, wireshark (formerly known as ethereal)
● very similar in substance, very different in user interface
● configure the network interface(s) to listen to all packets: 

promiscuous mode. This is usually only allowed for the root user
● read all the packets on the network
● filter them (according to a packet filter) to only consider packets 

of interest
● parse the headers
● understand which protocol is being used and display the result
● for wireshark: save all the packets, display them or not according 

to a display filter 



  

Wireshark configuration

● select an interface (or “any”)
● optionally, specify a capture filter
● start the capture
● http://www2.hawaii.edu/~esb/2009fall.ics351/wiresharksep01.txt 

has an example of wireshark output
● http://www2.hawaii.edu/~esb/2009fall.ics351/tcpdumpsep01.txt

has an example of tcpdump output

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~esb/2009fall.ics351/wiresharksep01.txt
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~esb/2009fall.ics351/tcpdumpsep01.txt
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